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!Abstract 

The E781 photon calorimeters can be used reliably only with the aid of a dedicaLed 
light pulse monitor system. Our Light Pulse System (LPS) consists of LEDs and a 
high-powered N2 laser and dye laser. They deliver short 20/60 ns (LEDs) and 4 n~ 
[laser) light p11lscs to the c11lorimctcr dcrnents via optical fihcrs. The laser and U'.D 
011tp11ts, which have stahilitics of 3% or worse, arc monitored at varimrn stages of the 
light distribution system hy highly stable PIN photodiodcs on a p11lsc-by-p11lsc basis,! 
and by a photomuhiplier lira\ also views a highly stable light pulse standard based on 
an 241 Am alpha source. The laser and LED light pulse intensity is known precisely via 
an off-line normal1zat10n to the reference photod10cle and to the alpha source signals. 
The resultmg stable light can then momtor the gam of 1680 lead glass channels of the 
E871 four photon calorimeters over manv months of running with < 1 % accuracv. 

In this report we dcscrihc the construction of the light distrih11tion system and it~ 
main tasks. We disc11ss hricflv the calorimeter construction, performance, calihrationJ 
monitoring, and photoclcctron statistics calrnhtions. Some component and stahility 
tests carried out al ITEP and Tel Aviv are also included. finally we propose lhe 
future work schedule and insLiLution responsibiliLies. 



1 Scientific background and objective§ 

The dectromagnPtic calonmeters Pmplo\Pd rn modern high energy physics expen
ments can be used reliably only with the aid of dedicated light pulse momtor systemsJ 
The calonmeters measure the energy and coordrnates of relafav1st1c charged particles 
or gamma rays by intcgn1ting the light emitted by the electromagnetic shower in 
a array of crystals, c;wh reado11t hy photonmltiplicr tube (PMT). Such calorime
ters consist of LhOlrnands of readouL ckumels operated over running periods of many 
months in variable be;un en vironemenl, in which PMT gain drifL as well as radiation 
damage of the crysLal and component aging may change Lheir calibration. Thereforej 
the cal1brat10n of each channel must be momtored and readjusted. Such rn±ormat10n 
becomes crucial rn the oH-lrne analysis later. A very convement method is to measure 
its response to a constant light pulse, sunulatrng the physical signal of the shower. 

~omc calorimeter light p11lsc systems nscd Xenon or hydrogen flash t11hes Ii I or 
Lb;lls 121. These systems h;we however limited timing, intensity, wavelength and sta-1 
bility characteristics. InlensiLy slabiliLy was generally monitored using lighL pulse 
standards based on rndioacli ve sources or cosmic ray muons. Presently, laser ligh~ 
pulse systems have been adopLed in manv experiments due Lo Lheir excellent charnc-J 
tenst1cs: large pulse rntens1tv, very short pulses, vanable and nearly monochromatic 
wavelength band [:3]. A single high power N, laser may distribute, via optical fibers,! 
a light equivalent of hundreds of GcV to as many as I0,000 calorimeter channels 1"11. 

In this report, we discuss the light pulse system for monitoring the electromagnetic 
calorimeters of the Fcrmilah Sb;U;X/b:781 experiment 151. The system is presently 
under construction al ITEP Moscow, IIIEP ProLvino, Tel Aviv University, and FNAL.I 
The stability is achieved via a 241 Am light pulse standard; and independently, wiLh 
highly stable photodiodes placed aL imporlanl points in Lhe lighL distribution systemj 
The monitor system should achieve better than 1 % stability off~line via a software 
normalization to the photod10de s1gnalsJ 

The following important properties of the detector readmit arc monitorcdj 

[I. the n11mbcr of photoelcctrons/GeV/PMT for calibration and stahility needs,! 

2. linearity of Lhe PYITs and associaLed electronics readout chain, 

3. tune delays from the I'M l's and from the p1pelrne electromcsJ 

Other effects which will he stmlied arc: n1diation damage, aging and the effect ofl 
varying beam intensity and magnetic fields on the PMTs. 

In section 2, we discuss Lhe main lasks and Lhe construction of Lhe E87 l calorime
ters LogeLher wiLh Lhe associaLed lighL monitor sysLem. In section :1, we discuss lhe 
construct10n of the laser system, and rn sect10ns 4 and 5 we present 1111tial test re~ 
suits. The marn future obyct1ves, work schedule, and rnst1tut10n respons1b1lit1es are 
su111111ar1zecl r11 sect1011 6. 

~ The E781 light monitor system 

The system consists of two independent light sources. These arc (i) Lb;lls and (ii) a 
high power N2 and dye laser. Hoth smirces deliver short pulses via optical iibcrs to 
four elecLromagneLic calorimeLers. The cctlorimelers are positioned aL large distance~ 
and have very diirerenL dynamic ranges (see lab le l). The light pulses are injecLed 
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onto the front end of 1680 rc11dont channels, each a lead-glass block readout by a 
I'Jl21T: 

4 We n.eed to ch.erk tabcl I for acrumcy and to complete it 111ith. the missin.g data 
~y fu1'lliei· TAU-ITEP-IIIEP cunlads in order lo reach a full piclare of lhe E71iA 
[:alorime/.e1· sys/em. 

At E781, the calonmeters will be used rn the energy range 1 - 600 C:e V. The 
present LED light rntensity can cover only the 1 - :30 C:eV range. The large light
equivalent clynan11c range, the light losses together with the large number of readout 
channels impose a very powcrfnl light source, practically only a laser. (sec section ;~ 
for fort her disc1rnsion) 

4 We n.eed to fin.d more powoj11.I /,h,'/)s nnd en.sure th.at the la.ser po111er covers 
khe whole mnqe assiqntd lo each readoal charmel of lhe [oar calorimeters. 

The main elements of Lhe svsLem are: 

OC. a high-power N, laser cmtpled to a dye laser module, 

2. a system of green and red Lb:ll light pulse somccsJ 

;;, a sysLem of highly sLable PIN pholodiodes inLegraLed at various sLages of lhe 
light disLribuLion system and monitoring il on a pulse-Lo-pulse basis,! 

4. a remotely controlled wheel contarnrng several neutral density filters to attemtj 
~te the laser beamJ 

,5. a first light distri bu ti on stage located near the laser which splits the beam into 
fibers running oul lo lhe four cctlorimelersj 

6. several secondary light drntnbttt10n stages located on each calonmeter wl11ch 
further split the light rnto the lead-glass blocks, 

7. a data acquisition system for collecting and tra.nsforing data for detector systems 
with thousands of readout channels 

The E781 monitoring and calibration system will use FASTDUS, with a FasLbusl 
SmarL Crate Controller (FSCC) and Lhe DAilT data acuisiLion system, linked Lo lhe 
expenmental database. 

2.1 Mon1tonng tasks 

The main role of the monitoring system is to tr11ck the calibration constants of each 
lead-glass block during long periods between cali bra.tions. The system must resp on di 
to the following tasks:! 

~. Monitoring Lhe readout of all calorimeLer channels by sending lighL pulses for a 
~hort tune during and between beam bursts. 

2. Reasonable schedule (i.e. spill intervals, light pulse rate and statistics) such asl 
to minimi7'c the amount of data taking required to achieve significant results. 

;;, Lineari~aLion for each readout channel. The linear response must be checked 
over the full dynamic range. For channels with non-linear response, appropiaL~ 
f:orrections must be determined [6]. 



The need for in-spi 11 monitoring is s11pported hy the experience of similar calorimeter 
systems. For example, Powell ct al. [7] f01111d an average enhancement of 3% (in~ 
creasing with the spill time) of the shower calihration signal at a beam rate of~ JO" 
particles per spill. In Lhe same conditions, Lhe laser signal also showed a ;; - 431 
111crease.1 

4 We need to rfrcide on the m.ed to monitor in-burst, to allocate a convenient 
~ime slot, and to decirfr on the exact monitoring schedule. 

2.2 Light distribution system! 

The lay011t of the ~'.781 light distrifrntion system is shown schematically in Fig. i,I 
reproduced from I 11 I. Its aim is to prod11ce, control and distrib11te light p11lses to 
each lead-glass block of the four calorimeters, as well as to determine its response. 

In Fig. 2 we presenL a detail of lhe sysLem for PhoLon I/II showing the pulsing 
mechanism. Upon receiving a Lrigger from Lhe DAQ, the control module acti vaLe~ 
sequentially the LED light sources rn the 6 light boxes and the laser. The light pulseaj 
are transrrntted via optical fibers to all lead-glass blocks. The resultrng I'MT pulseaj 
are transfered to ADCs, and then the d1g1t1zed data JS stored. One optical fiber 1aj 
linked to the reference module for monitoring needs. This process is repeated for each 
beam cycle, d11ring and fietween the spills. 

2.2.1 Light distribution boxl 

In Fig. ;; (a) we d10w Lhe sheme of lhe lighL disLribuLion box of Photon I/II and in 
tb) the one for PhoLon III/III'. PhoLon I and II have G distribution boxes each while 
Photon III and III' have one distribution box each. 

The box is located close to the calonmeters and serves to collect light from LEDsl 
located inside and from the laser via an optical fiber, and to distrib11te it 11niformly 
to a bundle of optical tifiern nmning to each lead-lass block of the calorimeter.I 

In the case of Photon 1/11 the iiber h1111dlc is :3 cm in diameter and consists ofl 
~28 fibers. (Each fiber is acLually a bundle made of hundreds of ~ 50 '"n glass! 
micro-fibers.) The lengLh of each fiber in Lhe bundle is 1.4 m and has a diameter ofl 
;; mm. The fibers are alLached lo Lhe fronL end of the lead-glass blocks via holes in 
the front panel of the calonmeter. l'he box JS light tight and consists essent1allv rn 
three elements: 

Ii. light source (U;l)s and laser) 

2. light collector, coupling uniformly Lhe source Lo the fiber bundle,1 

3. Ji ber b undlel 

There is one red U'.ll (type .)21-9.500-003) and three green L~:lls (type 521-9.500-002). 
The box volume is thermostatically controlled. with temperature stable at 30 ± 0.2''CI 
to ens1ire L~:ll constant light outp11t. ~:very hox has its own electronic system ofl 
shaping amplifiers (or pulse formers m<uked as µ.fin Fig. 2) with avalanche LransisLorsl 
which activate Lhe LEDs. The lighL pulses have Lhe following characteristics:! 

- The laser pulse JS 4 ns narrow with a I'MT pulse width of ~ 25 nsecl 
~nd rntens1ty wl11ch should reach 600 C:e'V. 

JI 



- The green Lb:ll light p11lsc intensity per channel is cq11ivalcnt to ro11ghlyl 
JO GcV, with " PMT p11lsc width of 120 nscc. 

- The reel LED light pulse rntens1ty per channel is equivalent to roughly! 
~O C:eV, with a PM I' pulse width of 70 nsec. 

See section :;.:;.2 for furLher details and section ,j for preliminary LesL resultsJ 

2.2.2 Control module 

J\ftcr receiving an enable signal from the l)i\Q cornp11tcr (sec Fig. 2) a I kH?. pulse 
generator begins sending p11lscs to the control rnod11lc (CM). In this disc1rnsion, we 
assume that Lhere is one CM for each of Photon I and II, and a third for Photor~ 
III/III'. The generaLor signals enLer Lhe CM, and are directed Lo diirerenL lighL boxe~ 
according Lo an inpuL code. 

4 We need to clarify the exact fimction of the light pulse control module and decirfr 
fm the most convrnient way to integrate the laser in this systemJ 

For now, we describe an example of" simple code that is a series of seven p11lsc~ 
[whose widths rnnst be spcciiicd) corning from the cornp11tcr to the CM of Photon I.I 
ll11ring the first of these seven pulses, the p11lsc train is directed to box nr. 1, rn1dl 
sequentially Lo Lhe boxes 2-6. The seventh code pulse directs Lhe CM Lo outpuL a 
pulse Lo Lrigger the htser. The CYI sequentially fires green and red LEDs and the 
laser. Specifically, iL Lriggers the operation of Lhe avalanche transistor circuits thaLI 
provide the pulses to the LEDs. 

Tnggenng externallv the laser is most desJrable, however it was found dunng testaj 
that it rcq11ircs a ~ I honr stnhi li?.ntion period. ;\ better sol11tion is to keep the laser 
operational and 11sc a sl111ttcr to cnt the p11lsc train. 

2.2.3 Reference module 

The reference module (RYI) consists of a PMT receving light pulses from:I 

- the light disLribuLion sys Lem ( LDS ), 

- the light pulser somcc ( LPS ). 

Its function is Lo compare these signals, thereby measuring precisely any variation ofl 
the LDS rela.t1ve to the LI'S] 

Qne optical fiber is Ltsed to send light to the RM. In the present CM this is easily 
clone for the LED s1gnais. For the laser signals the CM may be used as long as the 
light from all 6 bimdlcs enter within the photornultiplcr gate. Herc we do not ass11rnc 
that they arc all tirncd (vin ndjusting iihcr lengths) to arrive at this photorn11ltipler 
sim ul L aneousl y -I 

The RM for Photon I/II is skeLched in fig. 4. The laser and LED signals enter 
the module via an opLicctl fiber while the LPS is glued Lo the PMT head by silicon 
grease. The light amplitude is detected by a F'El-85 photomult1pl1er and then fed to 
a shape amplifier. l'he RM is located below the calonmeter where the temperature 
gradient is rninirnnl ISIJ 

The H.M for Photon 111/111' contains a LPS made of an J\rn 211 alpha source diif11scd 
in a scaled Nal crystal, a Fb:U-8•1-;3 photorn11ltiplicr and an inp11t for red light from 
" n:moo LED 1 

The ratio between Lhe mean LED and LPS signals is a measure of Lhe globed 
stability of Lhe li?;hL distribuLion sysLern. Preliminary measurements show thaL such 



monitoring by L~:lls only gives" stability of~ 1.53. Preliminary tests of the lnscr~ 
photodiodc monitor system, with temperature stable PIN photodiodcs, gives a sta-1 
bi lity wel I below I%, (sec section '1). 

2.2.4 Light pulse standard 

The LPS mentioned above hcts lhe following construction. IL consists of a 241 Am 
alpha micro-source irradiating a thin YAlO:i:Ce scintillator crystal [8]. Due to the 
long T 1; 2 = 432 years hail-life of the isotope, the d1amond-l1ke charactenst1cs ofl 
the crystal and the solid mechanical construction (see Fig. 5), the pulser is highly 
stable and practicnlly nnnttcctcd by the environment. The LPS is nearly point-like 
diameter 5.2 mm, height 1.2 mm and 211 

;\ m deposit below I mm and is g11arantced 
between 10-40 C. However, since it has a Lem Jerature instabilit of O.:l3 ·er C, il · 
temperature is kept corrnlanl by a surrounding plastic form screen. The scintillaLion 
light pulses have a race of 40 - 80 Hz, a decay lime of 28 ns, and cover the wavelength 
band 320-420 nm. Further details abmtt this pttlser type may be found in [9]. 

2.3 Cahbration procedure 

2.3.1 Precahbrat1011 

As pointed out before [ 10], au absolute calibration of the E781 calorimeters via lhe 
light pulsing system is not possible. However the system may be used for precise 
precalibmlion without the need of au electron beam. Ily this procedure the high 
voltage of the PM l's may be ad111sted rn order to pre-eq ual1ze the garns. Surnlar 
systems [7] achieved gain pre-equalization within 20%j 

2.3.2 Lmear response 

'l'hc shower cncrg;{ is i11c<1s11rcd <is 

E= ( 1) 
i 

where the s11mmation extends on all n1od11lcs containing the shower, a,i arc the: c<ili
bration constants (relating ADC counts Lo energy in GeV) and A; are the measured 
amplitudes. This procedure, evidenll.v assumes a linear response of all calorimeter 
elements. Therefore, an unportant task is to check the lrnear response of each readout 
channel. F'or particular channels with non-lrnear response appropiate correct10ns may 
be found in terms of a polynomial fit [6]. 

The lincari7'ation of the PM Ts is accomplished by varying the percent light inten
sity by a set ofncntrnl density niters, ai1tomaticnlly moved into the light path 11sing a 
computer controlled stepping moLor, followed by recording the response of all PMTs. 

We envision~ 10 seeps in lhe raue;e l - 1003 transmission and ~ 10 pulses for 
each position which, for a :l3 pulse ampliLmle dispersion, reduces the centroid error 
to ~ 0.1 %. In the present setup only laser light is availabile for this task since the 
filters are located rn the pnmarv light d1stnbut10n system. The use of LED light asl 
a pnmary source, therebv allowrng to perform lrneanty checks, would be rnterestrng 
b11t wonld rcq11irc very powcrfol (combinntion of) L~:lls. 

4 We need to a.n.nly.se the need to hn1!e nn addition.a.I /JC light .sou.rec for PM"/I 
gain rneasurernenls. 



2.3.3 Calibration constants! 

The precision calibration of the lead-glass blocks will be carried out using a monoen
ergetic electron beam scanning the front end of blocks. The operational details of this 
procedure are discussed in detail in [11]. It will require 5, 20 and possibly 50 - 200 
GeV/c electron beam and should be completed in about 7 accelerator shifts. 

The calibration constants ai of each lead-glass block i of the calorimeter may be 
determined by recording a large number of showers covering completely its surface. 
An ideal procedure is to position the electron beam on the center of each block. 
This requires a very well collimated beam and is time consuming. A more rapid and 
practical solution is to callibrate "in-flight" by scanning continuously the calorimeter, 
block after block, such that each block sees a few hundreds of showers. In this case 
the calibration constants may be found by solving the set of linear equations 

(2) 

where Eis the electron energy, Aij is the measured amplitude, the index i is the block 
number and the index j is the event number j 

Alternatively one may callibrate the calorimeter by exploiting the reconstructed 
7ro ---+ II invariant mas~ 

(3) 

where E 1 and E2 are the measured energies of the two photon showers and e is the 
opening angle [6]. Due to the large cross section of the above reaction this procedure 
may be carried out anytime during data acquisition, allowing to double-check the 
light monitor system. Its precision is limited however by the energy and position 
resolution of the calorimeter l 

2.4 Monitoring procedure! 

2.4.1 Tracking calibration constant~ 

The essential task of the light monitor system is to track the callibration constants ai 

for each lead-glass block in the periods between actual callibrations. There are many 
sources of callibration change: variations of PMT voltages, temperature, presence of 
the beam and magnetic fields, radiation damage, aging, etc. 

Monitoring would be trivial if a perfectly stable light source (i.e. equivalent energy 
E = const.) would be availabile. By firing it at two different times we would have 
E = a'A' = aiAi from which the new a' is easily determined. 

Practically the intensity of any light source has variations and this requires to 
include in the system a reference module (see section 2.2.3) to correct for these vari
ations. Further, the callibration of the RM itself may change and this must be 
monitored by a light pulse standard (see section 2.2.4)j 

Let's consider a light pulse sent into the light distribution system which splits its 
amplitude into various branches. The response of the a particular channel i to the 
pulse amplitude Ei, the response of the RM to the pulse amplitude ERM and to the 
LPS pulse amplitude ELPS may be written asl 

(4) 
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ERM= lYRMARM (5) 

(6) 

for a particular time. We now make the following assumptions: 

1. the RM callibration constant is the same for the light pulse and for the LPS, 
i.e. lYRM = c:Y£ps, true if these two sources are very close to each other and have 
the same light collection efficiency J 

2. the ELPS light amplitude is constant in timeJ 

3. the ratios Ei/ ERM are constant in time, which requires a very good mechanical 
stability of the light beam and of the light distribution system. 

Under these conditions we may write the above equations at time t and at time t + LS.t 
and after reductions we findl 

Ai(t) ALPs(t) ARM(t + !:::,.t) 
a(t + !:::,.t) = a(t) Ai(t + !:::,.t) ( ) ( ) ALPS t + !:::,.t ARM t 

(7) 

which allows to track ai in time on the base of the system response to the callibration 
light. 

2.4.2 Time delays and trigger simulatiolll 

The PMT response to the callibration light fed to TDC modules may also be used to 
measure precisely time delays between different detectors. This allows precise gate 
settings for debugging the trigger system, as well as trigger simulations in the absence 
of the beam (see section 3.2 for a detailed discussion).! 

2.4.3 Computer control! 

The light monitor system may be controlled via an IBM-PC computer loosely linked 
to the main DAQ system. The main program will control the distribution of light 
pulses to the lead-glass blocks and will read the digitized response. The pulsing 
scenario will be integrated in the E781 trigger system such as to perform monitoring 
in a narrow time window during and in between beam bursts. 

ti We need to determine the monitoring scenario in conjunction with the E781 
trigger system. We must also analyse the posibility to correct the gain variations by 
automatically readjusting the PMT voltages via the computer. The E781 plan may 
rather be to do corrections in software~ 

The raw data must be availabile on-line as tables, histograms and spectra for all 
readout channels, for example: amplitudes from laser, LED and 241 Am light standard, 
ADC pedestals, time delays between detectors, etc. It will be stored on disk and tape 
for off-line analysis which will provide for all readout channels: 

(i) callibration corrections ai(t) as a function of time and 

(ii) liniarity corrections ai(E) as a function of energy. 
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2.5 Measurement of the electromagnetic shower 

The purpose of this section is to provide a framework for the measurement of the 
electromegnetic shower in our apparatus. The present discussion is preliminary, the 
calculations should be refined in order to reach the necessary precision. 

The electromagnetic shower initiated by a high energy charged particle or gamma 
ray develops in a tree-like structure in which electrons radiate Bremsstrahlung pho
tons, which further convert to electron-positron pairs, until! all initial energy is con
verted to light and heat. In the lead-glass, a signifcant part of this energy is radiated 
as Cherenkov light. Since the number of generations in the shower and consequently 
their total path length is proportional to the initial energy, the number of Cherenkov 
photons provides its measurement.I 

2.5.1 Shower characteristid 

The precise description of the showers is difficult: analytically it can not be expressed 
in closed form, and Monte Carlo computations are complex. 

A qualitatively correct description of the shower process was given by Reitler. 
By this model [12, 13], a shower initiated by a gamma or electron with an energy 
above rv 100 Me V gives birth during each radiation length Xa to a new generation of 
particles each with half the energy of the precursor. The electrons radiate gammas 
as bremsstrahlung and the gammas convert to electron-positron pairs. The radiation 
length Xa is the path length after which an energetic charged particle looses 1 / e of 
its energy and is given approximately by Xa ~ 180A/Z2 (cm) with A the atomic mass 
and Z the atomic number of the medium. This process stops when the energy of a 
particles fall below a critical value Ee, when the radiation loss equals the collision loss 
(ionisation and excitation of the medium). This may be approximated as Ee rv 580 / Z 
(MeV). 

The number of particles in the shower after n generations or at a depth X( n) = 
nXa is therefore 2n and the average energy per particle is E(n) = Ea/2n. Therefore, 
the shower stops at the depthl 

Xstop 

Xa 

ln _Q_ 
Ee 

ln2 

where the average energy per particle equals Ee1 

(8) 

For practical purposes one must rely on parametrizations on the base of measured 
data. The longitudinal energy deposition may be parametrized as 

dE {3°+ ( X ) °' X 
dX =Ea f(a + 1) Xa exp(-{3 Xa) (9) 

where X is the longitudinal depth, a ~ f3Xmax/ Xa, {3 ~ 0.5 and Xa is the radiation 
length. Maximal longitudinal energy deposition occurs at a depth 

Xmax = ln Ea _ t 
X E 

(10) 

where t=l.1 for electrons and t=0.3 for photonsj 
The transverse dimension of the shower is determined by multiple scattering of 

low energy electrons. A useful unit is the Moliere length RM = 21 MeV Xa/ Ee. 
Measured in this units the transversal extension of the shower is independent on the 
medium and 99% of its energy is contained within a radius of 3RM. 
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2.5.2 Position and energy resolution! 

The size of the lead-glass block is chosen such that a sufficient fraction of the shower 
energy is spread on the neighboring blocks, allowing thereby a precise measurement of 
the shower position by interpolation (shower profile fit or center of gravity). Evidently, 
a finer sampling of the shower should enhance the position accuracy, however the 
reduced amplitude per block leads to larger statistical fluctuations. The optimal 
solution for shower containment was found as a 3x3 block box. The block size is 
chosen such that for a central shower a fraction ~ 80% of the energy is contained 
on the central block [6]. The achieved position accuracy is typically ,....., 3 mm for a 
central shower, improving by a factor ~ 2 from the center towards the edge of the 
block. Typical energy resolution is a(E)/ E,....., 5%/JE where Eis in GeV. 

2.5.3 Performance of the E781 calorimeters! 

The construction and testing of the Photon I/II calorimeters was discussed in de
tail [14]. The main characteristics of the detectors are sumarized in table 1. We only 
state here the main results. The achieved energy resolutiuon is 

a(E) (07') 4.7 
-- 10 = 1.2 + -----;::=== 

E jE(GeV) 
(11) 

essentially independent on the beam position. In the case of 4 Ge V electron shower 
more than 99% of the energy was deposited in a 3 x 3 block array with 88% in the 
central block. The position resolution was 2.0-5.5 mm, with the resolution improving 
from the center towards the edge of the central block.I 

2.6 Photoelectron calculations 

The aim of this section is to try to estimate, from first principles, the expected number 
of photoelectrons for typical showers. Photoelectron calculations are mandatory in 
order to understand the system and finally to verify that it has reached the design 
specifications. In addition, it will teach us how to choose the laser pulse (shape, 
spectrum, duration, etc.) such that the phototube will not, ideally, distinguish it 
from a genuine shower. This is a rather old idea followed and partially implemented 
by several systems aiming to reach the best possible monitoring precision (see [3]). 

Consider a typical lead-glass block. An exact solution involves an integral over 
the shower geometry and Cherenkov spectrum, however a simple estimation of the 
expected number of photoelectrons Npe may be found as 

Npe = fsc · fzc · fsp · fth · Nsh (12) 

where Nsh is the number of Cherenkov photons originated from the shower which 
must be corrected by various detection efficiencies: shower containment in the lead
glass block Use), light collection Uzc), spectral efficiency Usp) and signal threshold 
Uth)· 
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2.6.1 Number of photon~ 

The total path length of electrons and positrons in the shower may be approxi
mated [12] as 

4 2 0 
L = ( - Xo + - so) -

3 3 Ee 
(13) 

where E0 is the initial energy, Ee is the critical energy, X 0 is the radiation length and 
s0 is the stopping range of electrons at the critical energy. As an example, using the 
data for SF5 lead-glass from [1] (reproduced in table 2) we find for a 300 Ge V shower 
a total path length of 860 m. Due to the low Cherenkov threshold /th = 1.25, the 
electrons radiate light down to an energy of 640 keV, well below the critical energy 
of 15.8 MeV. 

The number of emitted photons may be estimated using the expression of the 
Cherenkov spectrum 

N 1 . 2 
dLd).. = 370 · )..2 • sm Be (14) 

(15) 

where f3 = v / c and n is the refraction index and L and ).. are measured in cm and 
nm respectively. One may find, in particular, the number of photons emitted in the 
visible range (300- 700 nm) per unit length dN/dL = 873 sin 2 Be, or 561 photons/cm 
if we assume negligible dispersion n=constant . For our typical 300 Ge V shower, 
this leads to a total of Nsh = 4.8 10 visible photons 

2.6.2 Shower containmentl 

Using the relations given above the maximum energy deposition of a 300 GeV shower 
occurs at a depth of ~ 10X0 (or ~ 23 cm using X 0 = 2.54 cm) and is therefore 
well contained longitudinally in the 18X0 long lead-glass block of Photon III/III' (see 
table 1 . The transversal containment may be approximated by integrating a 2D
gaussian distribution with a = RM = 34 mm over the block 39 x 39 mm size. The 
resultant containment is f se ~ 0.50.I 

2.6.3 Light collectiolll 

The main part of the shower is emitted at very small angles towards the phototube. 
The large refraction index of the crystal ( n ~ 1.67) results in a large Cherenkov angle 
Be = 53° as well as in a small angle of total reflection of only 37° relative to the 
normal to the block wall. Most photons are therefore totally reflected and therefore 
efficiently collected by the phototube. The light collection is enhanced by wrapping 
the crystal in aluminum foil such that fze ~ 1. The exact light collection factor flc is 
difficult to calculate or simulate, but may by measured experimentally. 

The time scale for light collection and the shape of the light burst, as seen by the 
phototube, are important parameters since they determine the electronic signal. 

4' We need to have an estimate of the shape and duration of the shower light signal 
in the lead-glass block in order to model the laser pulse accordingly. 

For the nominal geometry of our lead-glass block, we expect a prompt burst with a 
rise time of rv 2 ns, due to photons emitted along the crystal towards the photocatode. 

1] 



The maximum is then at about 4 nsec, and a tail due to multiple reflections in the 
crystal extends rv 10 nsj 

2.6.4 Spectral efficiency! 

Part of the Cherenkov photons are absorbed in the crystal. From those left, only 
part are converted to photoelectrons, thereby initiating an electronic avalanche in the 
phototube. The spectral efficency is defined asl 

I ,\2 T(>..)S(>..)d>.. 
lsv = I_!__ d>.. 

,\2 

(16) 

where T(>..) is the transmission coefficient of the crystal and S(>..) is the spectral 
response (or quantum efficiency) of the phototube. The spectral window of the system 
is defined as 

W(>..) = )..2 T(>..)S(>..). (17) 

The transmission coefficient has the expression! 

T(>..) = exp[-naa(>..)l] (18) 

where na is the atomic density, a is the photo-absorption cross section and l is the 
light path length, a number which depends on the light collection and thus does not 
have a simple expressionj 

Typical curves for T(>..) (from [15] similar to ITEP lead-glass), S(>..) (from [16] 
similar to the ITEP phototube FEU-84 and for W ).. are shown in Fig. 6 a - c . 
The 1/).. shape of the Cherenkov spectrum together with the quantum response of 
the phototube produce a maximum in the spectral window near :X = 420 nm and and 
average wavelength of 4 77 nm. This suggests that we may achieve a better simulation 
of the physical shower by operating the dye laser in this range. The resulting spectral 
efficiency in the visible range 300 - 700 nm is only fsv = 6.0%. 

For LED selection, similar considerations apply. For lead-glass that undergoes 
radiation damage, the glass turns yellow, and the transmission response versus :X 
changes [17]. To test more sensitively for radiation damage, one may wish to change 
the operating wavelength. It is therefore convenient to use quartz fibers, which have 
~ 99% transmission above ~ 380 nm in order to keep the whole wavelength range 
availabile for the dyesj 

2.6.5 Signal threshold! 

The signal threshold efficiency depends essentialy on the gate setting which limits the 
ADC charge integration time. For present purposes we assume fth ~ 1. 

2.6.6 Bottom Jinel 

Based on the estimations from sections 2.6.1 to 2.6.5, we expect for our typical 300 
GeV shower a number of Npe = 1.4 106 photoelectrons. Such a shower, even if 
partially contained in a lead-glass block, may lead to PMT non-liniarity. 

4' We need to check and develop a more reliable method for the photoelectron 
calculations 
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3 The laser system 

The purpose of the E781 electromagnetic caionmeter laser momtonng system 1aj 
twofold: 

Ii. control the energy rnllifiration constants of 1680 individual lead-glass readout 
fhannds over long nmning periods with hdter than I% accuracy, 

2. provide precise Liming iuformaLion. Short lighL pulses sent via opLical fiber~ 
ffown-stream srnrnlate particle propagat10n, thereby allowrng tngger sunulafaons 
rn the absence of the beam] 

3.1 Concept 

The layout ot the laser light distrifiution system, in its present version, is shown in 
Fig. 7. l\s mentioned, the system has a tree-like strnctnrc in which short and intense 
light pulses injected fiy the l11scr arc split 1111d transported via optical fibers to the 
readout elements, each a lead-glass block coupled Lo a PMT. 

The cousLrucLion and cku;cLerisLics of a Lypical N 2 laser may by found in [ 18] .I 

The amplitude of the light pLtlses delivered by the laser is not stable rn tune. The 
laser emission has pulse-to-pulse variations of~ :3% as well as long term veriations ofl 
the average ampl1htde. In add1t10n, the pulse amplitude decreases with the pulsrng 
rate as much as 11 foctor of 11 from 20 H7' to 300 H7' 1181. In order to provide a 
normali7'ation we envision 11 system of PL\ photodiodcs, known to be stable down 
Lo ~ ().(Jl 3 (see I l'J I), included al sever<t! poiuLs of the light distribution system. A~ 
pointed out before, since 0111 v a few channels <tre used for normalization, Lhe crucial 
requirement for a correct energy callibraliou is Lo guarantee that each light pulse i~ 
split between the vanous channels at rat10s which are tune rndependent. Tlus requJres 
a very ng1d and reliable mechamcaI construct10n. 

The laser pulse rntens1tv must also be su±finently high to supply each channel 
with a light equivalent as large as 600 GcV; in particular, for the Photon III/III' 
calorimeters (sec 11n estimation of the photon yield in the prcvimrn section). For 
this purpose, one musL ensure sufficieuL bser power distributed evenly Lo all readout 
channels. One musl Lherefore aim lo minimize Lhe overall light aL Lenuatiou and Lo 
maximize the coupling efficiency bel ween lhe various optical elements. As mentioned, 
it is r1ecessary to pro\r1de laser pulses of s11111lar s pectru111 a11d sl1ape as tl1ose ste111111111g 
from the C:herenkov bmst of the shower to ensme a surnlar l'MT response and tlrn~ 
accurate monitoring (see section 3.:3.1) j 

f_:onccptnally, the photon transport through the system is governed by the Lq 
onvilk theorem, which essentially st11tcs th11t the product of the space and ang11la1j 
spread is constant. In p<uLicular, this implies an increase of Lhe angular spread when 
funneling light from a Lhick iuLo a Lhiu lighL guide. Consequently, for au efficieuL ligh~ 
transport one muse ensure bv consLrucLiou lhaL lhe condition of total internal refiec
t10n is aiways fulfiled. F'or a perspective on vanous constuct10n solut10ns adopted rn 
si111ilar laser r11011itori11g syste111s, see [:3]. 

3.2 Laser position and ti111ing 

J\s mentioned, the very short hscr pulse offers cxcdknt timing capahilitics. It may 
be nscd for accurate g11tc sdings, trigger system debugging, as wdl as for trigger 
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simulations in the absence of the beam. There are essentially two problems associated 
with it: 

1. laser position, 

2. timing resolution.I 

1. The most natural laser position would be near the target. This is however 
not convenient due to the much slower propagation (factor n ,....., 1.5) of the laser 
pulses in optical fibers as compared with the beam. A possible compromise solution 
is to install the laser closely after Photon I. In table 3, we compare the calculated 
delay between the time of the beam and the laser pulse at the calorimeter positions 
in the particular case of quartz fibers. The laser position may be optimized such 
as to obtain zero delay in one detector at the expense of the others. Depending on 
optimization, the laser pulse arrives in the interval ( -17, +28) ns relative to the beam. 
Alternatively and preferably, one may locate the laser close to Photon II and III. One 
can then synchronize these two exactly with the beam, while Photon I would be out 
of time. Since Photon II, III are needed for higher energy gammas, this solution is 
more efficient for light intensity. The only long fiber is the one to Photon I. Although 
there may be strong intensity attenuation in the fiber, Photon I in any case requires 
less light. One can also consider operating Photon I only with the LED's. 

One must consider also how the light system triggering is incorporated in the global 
E781 triggering. The delays are very different for the two laser positions considered. 

2. A very narrow light pulse injected into a fiber becomes broader at the out
put [20]. The pulse fwhm at output, or the timing resolution, is determined by the 
relative delay between the various modes of propagation. These increase quickly with 
the fiber diameter. As an example, in a step-index fiber (constant n of the core), the 
number of modes is approximately given bYI 

(19) 

where dis the diameter, A is the light wavelength and ni/n2 is the refraction index 
of the core/cladding. In a typical 200 µm fiber, there are over 100 000 modes, most 
of them are supposed to decay shortly after input. To second order, N depends on 
the core/cladding dimensions and materialsj 

Very small d < 10 µm fibers are essentialy single-mode. In a single-mode fiber the 
timing resolution depends only on the dispersion caused by its different light speed 
in the core and the cladding. It increases with the length (l), rms spectral bandwidth 
(~A), and dispersion 8, approximately by the relation! 

fwhm(ps) = 5.35 · l(km) · ~A(nm) · 8(ps/nm/km) (20) 

In our case, namely l = 60 m, ~A = 20 nm and 8 = 3.5 ps/nm/km, this is a very 
small effect, which amounts to only ,....., 22 ps. The major limitation in using single
mode fibers stems from the difficulty and low efficiency in focussing the laser light 
into such a thin fiber. A more practical 600 µm diameter fiber has however an inferior 
resolution of~ 3 ns over a typical length of 60 m. However, this may still be adequate 
for E781 requirementsj 

In addition, achieving a high timing resolution of the calorimeter requires a very 
attentive adjustment of the fibers' lengths to the lead-glass blocks, not necessary equal 



but on the basis of fiber-by-fiber delay measurements due to diameter tolerances. As 
an example, a similar laser system designed for hodoscope callibration; made of 20 
m long optical fibers, with core/cladding of 200/380 µm, attained a resolution of 150 
psec [21]. 

ti We need to estimate the timing needs of E781 in order to select the most ap
propiate optical fibersj 

3.3 The laser light distribution system! 

One simulates the experiment with time pulses not exactly equal to those of detected 
particles. The primary laser UV light may be converted to blue light in a dye laser 
in order to match the spectral sensitivity of the photocathodes. In order to couple 
the narrow laser beam with the fiber bundle it must be widened by for example an 
inverted Galilei telescope. A converging lens in conjunction with a mixing rod may be 
preferred to the inverting telescope. The homogenized blue light is then transmited 
via the fibers to the front face of each lead-glass module. 

The N2 laser is located inside the experimental area. It is thus less accessible for 
maintenance during run periods, but it is hard to see another possibility, considering 
the distance to the counting room.I 

A fiber can be mounted after a laser beam splitter (near the laser) to provide a 
pulse to trigger the start detectors of the experiment.I 

The essential elements of the laser system are organized in a primary and a sec
ondary light distribution stagej 

3.3.1 Primary stag~ 

This part is installed on an optical bench near the laser in a light-tight box. 
ti If timing requirements are not critical, it is convenient to locate the laser and the 

primary light distribution stage outside the beam area for easy access and servicing. 
Its basic elements arel 

1. a laser system (Laser Photonics LN300C) delivering short 4 ns pulses of 250 
µJ at a wavelength of 337.1 nm with a variable rate of 0 - 40 Hz, coupled to 
a dye laser cell which "colours" it, i.e. shifts the primary UV light to a more 
convenient spectral domain. Presently we have two dye options: 

(a) blue light (peak at 425 nm, spectral band 408-453 nm) closer to 
the spectral window in which the PMT views the shower, 
(b) green light (peak at 550 nm, spectral band 4 73-54 7 nm) less at
tenuated in regular (glass, plastic) optical fibers. 

A large variety of low cost dyes, covering the spectral domain 360 - 960 nm 
in narrow rv 20 - 60 nm windows, is also availabile on the market, allowing 
to easily choose (or vary) the system spectral range. In both above cases the 
wavelength shifting efficiency is about 20%.1 

We may easily estimate the number of availabile photons by dividing the energy 
per pulse to the photon energyj 

E(eV) = 1240 
A.( nm) 

(21) 



leading (sec section :3.3.1) to 11.2 10 11 UV photons (and ~ 20% less after the 
rlyc). This is a rather high m1mbcr when compared with a maximum of~ JO"I 
photons expected from " shower. It ensures sufficient light for our 1680 readout 
~hannels wiLh a safe margin of about ,j orders of magnitude Lo accomodaLe the 
various sources of photon loss (light aLtenuaLion in Lhe fibers, opLical couplings,! 
light collection, PMT quantum efficiency, etc.). 

We note that S 2 lasers of s11rnla.r power were used before to mom tor up to 
F' 10 000 rcndont chrn1nels in similar energy domains (sec [~JJ-1 

2. a semi-transparent mirror diverting~ 1% of Lhe primary photon pulse into a 
['IN photocl10cle. 1'111s provides a. signal proport10na.I to the pulse amplitude, 
find ma.y be used for norma.11za.t10n, a.ncl tngger tunmg. 

;;, a laser beam slmLLer which allows Lo remoLely turn oJI the light while keeping 
the laser under pulsing regime. This could just be Lhe 03 transmission fiher l 
but it may be more pracLical Lo have <t11 independent deviceJ 

~- a set of neutral density tilters which provide the attenuation of the primary ligh~ 
in 12 fixed steps, from totnl extinction to foll transmission. This allows checks 
of Lhe lineari t.v of Lhe P:VIT response and of Lhe associated electronics. The.v 
fire mounted on a rigid wheel and remoLely moved via a computer controlled 
~Leppmg moLor.1 

.5. a convergent lens with short 2 - 11 cm focal length which focali7'rn the 2-3 mm 
widc laser bc<1111 into <t n1ixi11g har. 

6. a. m1xmg ba.r constucted of qua.rtz wl11ch destroys the laser coherence and focal-I 
ization and produces a homogenous illumination at the exit (see section 4 for 
f'n cxamplc)J 

7. a fiber head coupled by variable area light guides Lo Lhe m1xmg bar which 
~pht and then funnel the pLtlse light mto four fibers at rat10s proport10nal to 
the equivalent energy of Photon I, IL III and III'. (The ratios must take into 
~ccou11t tra11s111issio11 losses to tl1e calori111eters. )I 

8. thick~ l mm low aLLenuation opLical fibers (quartz). Here we consider Lwo 
options depending on Lhe laser posiLioni 

(i) inside hcan1 area: requiring fo11r flbcrs r1111111ng sc:vcral tc:ns ofl 
meters Photon I, II rn1d 111.lll'j 

(ii) outside beam a.rea, reqLtiring one fiber running ~ 75 m to th~ 
beam mca rn1d then splitting into fonr iibcrs running to Photon I, Ill 
and Ill.Ill'. 

As an alternative to the "mixing bar / fiber head" option, we also consider commer
cially ava1lab1le call1bratecl p1g-ta1I splitters. In a.clcl1t10n, we env1s10n to opt10nally 
include before the splitting, a light "pulse stretcher", a device which allows to syn~ 
theti7'c light pulses of arbitrmy shape. This procedure was fmrnd necessary rn1dl 
applied before in order to nvoid P:VIT saturation effects and thereby non-liniarities 
in particular for large pulses. This is so, since Lhe physical shower pulse can be sig-J 
nificanLly longer <ts compared wiLh the laser pulse for equal integrated number ofl 
photoelectrons (see [22] ). 
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3.3.2 Secondary stage 

This part is locate<l on each of lhe four cctlorimelern and has the role Lo further spli~ 
the laser pulse (as well <ts lighL pulses provi<le<l by LEDs) Lo the individual lead-glassl 
blocks. Its basic layout is shown in Fig. 2 for the particular case of Photon I/II, anc~ 
was (lescr1becl i11 r11ore details i11 sect1011 2.2.I 

The essential element of the secondary stage is a box, shown in Fig. 3 (a), which 
has the: rok to conpk light comming form difforent s01Jrcc:s into a fibc:r b1111dlc: running 
into the: calorimeter. The essentinl reqnirement of this dc:ment is to distribnte the 
light efficiently and homogenemrnly over the rather large area. of the b1111dle of~ :3 x :31 
cm , such that each rea<lout ckumel receives with good approximation the same 
amouL of light. We envision sever<tl opLions which include: optical condenser, large 
area m1x111g rod, small area m1x111g bar coupled to light guides and 111vertecl C:aI1le1 
telescope. We do not aun for very precise homogeneity s111ce the fibers themselves 
present vanations of transm1ss10n. More unportant 1s that the split rat10s be constant! 
with tin1cl 

4 We need to construct and test the vnriou.s options of optical condenser for the 
[iqhl bo:i: and choose lht ont which o{[trs bes! li11hl coaplinq ef]icitncy and homoqe
fo.zalwnl 

4 Laser testsl 

The object of the tests earned mtt so far was to estunate the stab1l1ty of the system 
clescnbed above. For s11nphc1ty, we considered only one readout channel; equipped 
with the nominal TF-1 42.5 x 42.5 x 340 mm3 lead-glass crystal of the Photon I/II 
calorimeter, and the associated Fb;l;-S'l-:3 photomnltiplier. We: first describe the ex~ 
perimental setnp and then present initinl resnlts. 

4.1 Experin1ental setup 

The experimental setup rnnsisLs of the N2 laser injecting blue light pulses into a 
mixing bar via a con vergenl lens (see section 4.'.l. l for more details). The mixing bar 
1s directly coupled to a fiber head made of opaque PVC 111 which three tl11ck opticaI 
fibers (a central one made of 2 mm diameter plastic and two lateral ones made of 1.~ 
mm diameter quartz) were glued and their heads polished. All optical elements, i.ej 
the lens, the: mixing bar, the fiber head and the three fibers were i7'olatcd from the 
room light. The lmger tificr was conpkd to the kad-glass block and the two smnl kr 
ones were couple<l lo two PI:'\ photo<lio<les. Only one photodiode was used for lhe 
present tests, namelv a Ifam<unalsu Sl22:l with a 2.4 x 2.8 mm2 sensitive area. The 
lead-glass rod was viewe<l at one en<l by lhe nominal FEU-84-:l phoLomulLiplier, from 
the other encl by a RCA-8576 photomultiplier for companson, and the light pulseaj 
were 111ycted at eqttal distance 111 between. 

The laser pulsrng rate was kept low at ~ 10 Hz to avoid heat111g of the laser 
tnbe and progressive rednction of light ontpnt. The: pnlse intensity was convc:nic:ntly 
adjnstcd 1rning nc:ntral density filters.I 

In order Lo have an absoluLe reference for stability studies we considered Lwo 
solutions. For reference, we rnuple<l an 241 Am radioacLi ve light standard Lo the lea<lj 
glass block. Another reference can be minimum ioni~ing cosmic ray muons passingj 
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thro11gh the: lc:ad-glass. Their trajectory is ddincd by rcq11iring concidcnccs between 
two plastic scintillator detectors located ahovc and bdow the: lead-glass rodj 

4.2 Electronics and data acquisitioij 

The electronics w<w kepl al a minimum. for the two PMTs we used a LeCro.v 
IIV 40:1'.~A stabilized voltage supply, which reduces Lo a very low level any PMT gain 
variation. The achieved st~bilitv, checked bv measuring the 241 Am peak centroid c:iver 
long time periods was 0.2%. The signals of the two PMTs were fed without ampli
ticat10n to charge sens1t1ve ADC's. 'l'he photod10de signal, much smaller and nrnch 
n1orc scnsltlvc: to c11\rironn1cntal noise: \V<t8 first fc:d to a charge sensitive prcan1pliticr 1 

then shapc:d in an amplifier, and finally fod to a peak sensitive l\llC. The: l\llCs were 
readmit via Cl\M;\C fiy onr Pascal data acquisition program nrnning on an IHM PC. 
for E781, we will use charge inLegraLing ADC's.I 

4.3 Tests and results! 

4.3.1 Mixing barl 

Mixing bars arc widdy 1rncd to enlarge and homogc:ni7'c a narrow light beam. The 
idea is to inject light into a transparent bar at an angle: larger than the limit for total 
internal rellecLion. \:Vhen lhe number of inlernal bounces is large a rather uniform 
illumination is oblained al Lhe opposile end. Practically ~ :; internal bounces <tre 
sufficient for a homogenizalion within a few percent. The performance of the mixing 
bar may be apprecrated qual1tat1velv by vrewrng the source through rt: a large number 
of virtual sources rndrcate a good mrxrng. A convergent lens used at rnput enhanceaj 
tl1e 11u111ber of botu1ces a11d i111pro·ves s1g111fica11tlv tl1e r111x111g. 

In ordc:r to gain experience we constructed a.) x 12 x ~00 mm" pkxiglass mixing 
bar in which laser light was injected via a convcrgc:nt focal kngth J ~ ~ cm lc:ns. Thi~ 
geometry results in lwo lateral and a large number of vertical Lota! internal rellecLions 
of Lhe photon beam inside lhe bcu. The oblained transverse illumination profile m<w 
be seen in fig. 8 as measured wiLh a 2 mm diameter optical fiber scanning Lhe bar 
and coupled to a I' _Vl'I. We notice that 1llumrnat10n decreases at the edges, probably 
clue to the low number of lateral bounces. It rs also sens1t1ve to a slight m1sal1gnement 
of the har to the photon lwam. The ovcral variation of the illumination was ±5%.1 
Such a variation is adequate: as the n1ain condition is the time independence of the 
distri h11tion I 

4.3.2 System stability 

As mentioned above, lhe PYIT and Lhe PIN photodiode view the same laser pulse.I 
The ratio of their signals shmtlcl be rnclepenclent, up to small vanat10ns of l'MT garn,I 
of any vanatron of the laser outpttt. 

In Fig. 9 we show typica.l spectra of the photomultiplier (a) a.ncl (b) and photo-I 
diode: (c) signals. The photom11ltiplicr voltagrn were kept low at I IOO V and I 2.5q 
V rrnpcctivdy to cnsmc linearity and the p11lsc intensity was kept high s11ch thatl 
further signal arnpliiication was not rcq11ircd. We: increased the: statistics s11ch thatl 
the statistical error on Lhe peak centroid is below ().(Jl 3, Lhereby alowin?; Lo observe 
the sysLem sLabiliLv al lhe same level.I 
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From the: pc:rcc:nt rms widths of the: penks, o-(%) = JOO/JN, one may dc:dnce 
a minim11m n11m ber of H 000, :39 000 and 27 000 photodectrons rrnpectivdy. Hy 
11sing om estimation in section 2.6 this is eqnivalc:nt to a minim11m ~ :3 GeV ligh~ 
equivalent, as measured bv FE"C-84-:L 

In Fig. 10 we show Lhe result of monitoring the system over a typical period ofl 
one work clay. In the middle of tl11s penocl the system was shut clown and then 
restarted after two hours. We notice the rather large transient of ~ 2 hours rn wl11ch 
the laser output decreases before approachrng stab1l1zatron. This trend rs recorded 
independently by the Fb:U (a), H.C;\ (b) rn1d PIN (c). J\fkr a fow homs the laser 
011tput contiu11rn to ckcrease however the ratios Fb:U/PIN (d) and llCJ\/PIN (e) 
become: stabk at the kvd of"'° 0.1 %J 

The eJfecL described above may be seen in greater detail from Fig. 11 in which we 
show Lhe result of moniLoring lhe sysLem over a period of :m minutes after several 
hours of operation. The FEU and PIN display a maximal"'° 2% decrease of the mean 
amplitude. The maximal variation of their ratio is only "'° 0.3% with arms spread ofl 
"" 0.1 %. 

We concl11dc: thnt the nwnsmed instability is at the: same lc:vd as the PMT gain 
varlatlon n1cas11rcd independently. 

We arc: building and testing shnping amplifiers, to give the PIN signals a 130 nsec 
pulse, compatible wiLh Lhe gale width Lo Lhe ADCs of E78l. 

"' We need lo rtprnt lhe stability measuremenls wilh lhe complete syslem, i.e.I 
FEU-84-3 I'!v!T, I'IN photodiode and the 241 Am LI'S, in order to determine the resid-
1ial stability levelj 

5 Photon I detector LED tests 

5.1 Generali 

The Pho Lon I moniLoring sys Lem consists of Lhe following major parLs [24] :I 

OC. a light guide cl1stnb1.1.ton system with LEDs, 

2. a rdc:rence rnodule of" Lb:ll generator, 

3. a power s11pply. 

Table 4 summarizes Lhe results obtained wiLl1 available LEDs. AL present Lwo 
types of light cl1stnb1.1.t10n systems were 1.1.secl. All presented numbers below are given 
as measured with one control photohtbe. 

5.1.1 System type I 

The first type: has one light guide b11ndk (totnl of 6 bundles in Photon I, c:very bimdlc 
has 120 light guide fibers). b;nch b11ndk is seperatdy ill11minakd by~ Lb:lls. J\mong 
them are l red and :l green LEDs (IILYIP:l'J50, brightness 50 mCd). There is an inpuLI 
for a fiber providing a laser lighL pulse. LighL produced by any of these 5 sources via 
a lighL diJiusion box (lube) is mixed and lransporLed Lo entrance of the light guide 
bundle. LED's are rnstalled rns1de a thermostab1l1zed box. Every LED rs fired by 
its own generator with outp1.1.t of 80V /oOn with duration of 15 nsec. By computer 
cornrnand a switching nnit firm the Lb:ll generators. To control light 011tput from 
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every Lb:ll, one cornp11rcs with light frorn a r11dioactivc smircc installed inside the 
control 1rnit (sec hclow)j -

There arc 2'1 U'.ll's in the Photon I monitor system of type I (I 8 green and 6 red 
LEDs). 

An average lighL amplitude in uniLs of energy deposited in Lhe lead glass block 
was found to bel 

~ GeV for green LED with relative dispersion of ±20%, 

'10 GcV for red Lb:ll with rehtive dispersion of ±:3003.1 

5.1.2 System type II 

The second light guide disLribuLion sysLem hcts Lwo thermo-sLabili~ed boxes wiLh 
one red LED inside each (the same Lype <ts before) and 5 green ones. There is an 
rntermediate light guide which d1v1des light between three light fiber bundles. There 
IS poss1b1l1ty to rnstall a light wucle from the laser. Average amplitude of the LED 
(over 315 channels) was found to be:I 

p.8 GeV for green Lb:ll with relative dispersion of ±203J 

5.0 GeV for red LED wiLh relative dispersion of ±203. 

5.1.3 Reference module 

Hoth of the abovP clrnc1tsse<l systems are connected via light guides to a reference 
module consisting of a FEU-84 phototube (with sensitivity of 160 /LA/Lumen) am~ 
a scinillating cryst11I of Y:\103:Ce with an implanted alpha-smirce of 211 Arn (activity 
of aho11t 50 Hq). The light s011rce is compact with a peak wavelength of 37.5 nrn 1111dl 
p11lsc d11ration of about 120 nsec.1 

The reference module had Lwo ouLpuLs. One ouLpuL provides a signal Lo trigger 
the data aquisiLion system, other is a sLamhtrd amplitude analysis analogue output.I 

The following ckuacLerisLics were obLained: the alpha-source signal has energy 
equivalent of 0.75 GeV with resolution of 14% (HWHM). Temperature is controlled 
in the range of 28 ± 0.211 C, which gives full temperature instability of the light alpha 
source of 0.39% per °C x 0.'1°C = O. I 6%j 

5.2 Discussion 

According our estimations, the aver11ge arnplitmlc of the Photon I monitor light pulse 
has Lo be about 20 GeV ( abouL 80% of iLs dynamic range ) and 40 GeV for Photon II.I 
The relative dispersion beLween Lhe cctlorimeter channels has Lo be less then ±207c.I 

As follows from the results above, the first system (which is using the existing 
types of LED) is close to required amplitude in the average channel (with reel LED 40! 
GeV for one channel) but has very wide dispersion of 300%. If the dispersion is made 
within ±203 as req11ired, the 11verage 11rnplit11de will fall by factor 3 - '1 which is notl 
acceptahlc. Moreover this svstern will reqnire 11 cornbcrsornc system to check L~'.ll 

stability (the tot11I n11rnher of u;1J will be 2'1). The second system was rnade as a 
sLep Lo the simples\ soluLion, i.e. one LED for full PhoLon I. This system allows usint; 
available LEDs Lo conLrol Photon I for presenL tests and after small improvemenL Lo 
have one (bright enm1gh) LED for the whole detector. We estimate the brightness ofl 
the LED to not less then 2000 mC'd. 



Finally it is shown that any of these systems can provide calorimeter monitoring 
to control signal lcvd with accuracy of aho11t 0.13. 

6 Project status and planning 

6.1 Present status 

We bnefiy descnbe some of the proycts presently earned out at 'le! Aviv with the 
laser pulse systemj 

II. We optimi7'e the system to give fioth good time and arnplit11dc stability.I 

2. We test laser inlensitv monitor svstems based on Si-photodiodes. These have 
excellent stabilitv and small Lempernlure coefficient. We Lest diJierenL photodi-1 
odes. We must still shtdy whether these must be rn temperature controlled en~ 
vironment. C:ood possibilities a.re PI::\-type diodes from HAMAMATSU type.· 
'1223 and S122:3-01) with 6.5 111111' and 1:3 nun' sensitive area.. We optimize the 

fl.ssociatcd preamplifier and shaper in order to obtain short ~ JOO ns signals. 

;;. We Lest diJierenL light distribution systems. Specifically, we optimize the tech
nique of the "mixing bar", Lo achive efficient and homogeneous light coupling 
both at the prim<uv and al Lhe secondary light distribution stage~ 

4. We construct the pnmaff laser light cl1stnbut10n system as well as the long 
optical fibers rnnning to the four calorinwters. These will be q11art7' fibers in 
order to minimi7'e the attemrntion losses for the intended hl11c light ( ~.50 nm JI 
opc:rat1on. 

!"or testing we are using the data aqms1L10n system described in section 4. \:Ve 
later need to implement algorithms to a.na.lyse sttch monitoring/ callibra.tion data. am~ 
to calculate an answer rn the form of corrected ca.lhbra.t10n constants, a.ncl a.ppropna.t~ 
error messages d the requJrecl sta.b1l1ty level is not a.d11evecl. We need C programaj 
for this purpose. Following these tests, we need to install an integrated callihra
tion/monitoring syskrn at Fcnnihb.I 

6.2 Open questions 

We collect in this section Lhe open questions highlighted above, which require further 
discussions and decisions. 

4 We need to du.ck label 1 for accuracy and to complete it with the missing data 
~y further 1'AU-11El'-1HE1' contacts in order to reach a full picture of the E78~ 
[a.lorimcter system. 

4 We n.eed to fin.d more powcrf11.l /,h,'/)s and en.sure th.at the la.ser power covers 
~h.e whole ra.n.qe a.ssiqn.u! to ca.ch. rcndout channel of the four ca.lorim.cters. 

4 We need lo decide on the need lo monitor in bm·sl lo allocate a convenient 
kime slol, and lo decide on lhe e.mc/ monitorinq schedule. 

4 We need lo clarify lhe e.mc/ /undion o/ lhe /iqhl pulse conlr-ol module and decide 
fm the most convrnient way to integrate the laser in this systemj 

4 We need to rmaly::e. the need to have an additional DC light source for I'1'1II 
qazn rnr:asurcrnr:nfs. 
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4 We need to determine the monitoring scenario in conjunction with the 1<;78~ 
~rigger system. Mic mu.st also analyse the posibility to correct the gain variations by 
'(iutomatically readjusting the PM'/' voltnges via the computer. 

"' We need lo have un eslirrwlt o/ lht shape and durahon of /he shower liqhl siqnall 
'n !he lead-glass block in order lo model lhe laser pulse acco1·dinqly.I 

"' We need to check and devfiop a more reliable method for the photoelectron 
'Calculations.I 

"' If timing requircmrnts arc not critical, and if otherwise practical, we can locate 
~he laser and the primary light distribution stage outside the beam area for easy accc.ss 
'(ind servicing.I 

4 We need to c.stimate the timing need.s of f,'781 in order to select the mo.st np
propiale oplical fibers. 

"' We need lo conslrucl und lesl lhe various ophons of ophcal rni:i:inq burs /or !.ht 
Vight box and choose the om. which offe.r.s best light coupling efficiency and homoge
hzzatwnl 

"' We need to re.pc.at the .stability measurements with the complete system, i.e.I 
F/<;U-84-8 PM'!', PIN plwtodiode and the 211 Am J,PS, in order to determine the resid-
1wl .stability level] 

6.3 Work schedule and responsibilities 

Component testing an<l construction work of Lhe light monitor system will continue all 
ITEP, IIIEP, TAC an<l fNAL. Accor<ling Lo the fermilab E781 Experiment Schedule, 
1t must be rnstalled together with the ±om Photon calonmeters by.July 1995 and then 
fully tested and debugged until the Ja1rnarv 1996 run start elate. 

IITb:P and IH~'.P arc rcsponsihk for the Lb;I) light somce and the sec
ondary light distri b11tion system l 
ifAU is responsible for lhe laser, the primary light <lisLribution system,1 
improvemenL of the lighL coupling at lhe secondary stage, an<l the system! 
of PIN photod10des rntegratecl both at the pnmary and at the secondary! 
~tages.I 

The major steps to fie carried 011t at Fermi lab are:I 

~- integration of the laser in the existing LED light pulsing system, 

2. 111stallat10n of the compLtter dnver and of the associated software,! 

3. testing and commisioning of the comp Ide calorimeter and light monitor system] 

We aim to iinally reach a gloh11I st11hility of the light monitor system at the level ofl 
0.13 Lo 131 
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Photon I Photon II Photon III 

Distance ( m) 5.283 35.698 47.69 
Energy range (Ge V) 1- 20 1- 50 1 - 500 
Block size (mm3 ) 42.5 x 42.5 x 340 42.5 x 42.5 x 340 38.2 x 38.2 x 450 
Number of blocks 576 448 328 
Photomultiplier FEU-84 FEU-84 FEU-84 
Block size (mm3 ) 85 x 85 x 340 85 x 85 x 340 
Number of blocks 54 210 
Photomultiplier FEU-110 FEU-110 
Lead-glass type TF-1 TF-1 TF-1/FlOl 
Rad. length (cm) 2.54 2.54 2.54 
Outer size (mm2) 1360 x 1105 2380 x 1105 802.2 x 611.2 
Hole size (mm2) 425 x 170 510 x 595 152.2 x 76.4 
Light boxes 6 6 1 
Control module 1 1 1 
Reference modules 1 2 

Table 1: Some characteristics of the E781 electromagnetic calorimeters. 

Composition (by weight % ) 
Radiation length (cm) 
Critical energy (Me V) 
Refractive index 
Specific gravity 
Expansion coefficient (m deg- 1 ) 

55 PbO, 38 Si0 2 , 5 K2 0, 1 Na2 0 
2.36 
15.8 

1.67270 
4.08 

85 10-7 (from -30°C to + 70°C) 

Wave length (nm) Transmission coefficient 25 mm (%) 
340 2 
350 27 
360 57 
370 75 
380 85 
390 92 
400 95 
420 97.5 
440 98 
500 99 
700 99.3 

Table 2: Some properties of the SF5 lead glass. 

Photon IV 

50.99 
1-100 

38.2 x 38.2 x 450 
328 

FEU-84 

TF-1/FlOl 
2.54 

802.2 x 611.2 
152.2 x 76.4 

1 
1 
2 



Photon I Photon II Photon 111/111' 
Detector position (m) 5.283 35.698 46.560 
Laser position (m) Laser delay ( ns) 

0.0 -8.1 -54.5 -71.1 
8.906 0.0 -11.2 -27.8 
11.214 -11.2 0.0 -16.6 
14.626 -27.8 16.6 0.0 

Table 3: Calculated time delay between the laser pulse and the beam for different 
positions of the laser relative to the target. The optical fiber is assumed quartz 
(n=l.458). Propagation times are roughly 3.33 nsec/meter for the beam, and 5.0 
nsec/meter for light in the fiberj 

LED type Generator pulse <A> PMT pulse Colour Catalogue 
duration brightness 

V /n nsec GeV nsec mCd 
521-9500-003 80/50 20 60 60 red 75 
HLMP 3950 80/50 60 4.0 250 green 60 
521-9503-002 80/50 60 3.0 250 green 50 

521-9251 80/50 60 2.0 250 green 50 

Table 4: Test results of the Photon I detector LED system. < A > is the average 
equivalent energy of the light pulse with a light guide bundle of 120 fibers, without 
light mixer and with the test PMT .I 
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figure l: Genernl scheme of Lhe E781 calorimeter light monitoring systemj 

Figure 2: Detail of the ~'.781 c11lorimeter light monitoring system, showing the control 
module (CM), the light distrib11tion hox (LH), the reference mod11lc (llM) and the 
optical ti ber connections. 

Figure 3: Scheme of the light distribution box: (a) Photon I/II and (b) Photor~ 
III/III': 1. photodiode support, 2. photodiode H-3000, 3. light diffuser (paper foil)j 
4. lousing (fibroplasf), 5. fiber bundle. 

figure 4: Sheme of Lire reference module for Photon I/II: l. optical fiber, 2. plastic 
screen, :;. LPS glued Lo Lire plroloLube caLlrode by silicon grease, 4. plroLotube fEU~ 
8~-:3, 5. p-mctal screen, 6. photot11be voltage divider, 7. connectors. 

F'rgure 5: C:onstructron, characterrstrcs and spectrum of the YAIU;i:C:e-Am lrght pLtlse 
source.1 

Figure 6: Cerenkov photon detection by a lead-glass module: (a) typical transmis
sion curve of 14 Xu of SF5 lead glass, (b) qLtantum efficiency of the S20 trialkaline 
Phillips photocathode and (c) the resLtlting spectral window. See the text for more 
explanatiorrn.I 

Figure 7: Schematic hyont on the primary laser light distrib11tion system.I 

Figure 8: Transversal light 11rnplit11de proiilc of a 5 x 12 x ~00 mm" plcxigla.ss mixing 
bar ill11minated bv the laser beam. 



Figure 9: Typical spectn1 laser pulses detected by: (a) F~;U-8~-3 phototube, (h) 
llC/\-8.576 phototnhe and (c) and" Hrn11nm<lts11 Sl223 PIN photodiode.1 

Figure I 0: Stability of the monitoring system over a medium period of time: measured 
average amplitude of the FEU-84-3 phototube (a), of the RCA-8576 phototube, ofl 
the S1223 photocliode (c) and the corresponding phototube/photocliocle average am
plitude ratios (cl) and (e). 

Figure 11: SLabiliLy of lhe monitoring sysLem over a short period of Lime: average 
amplitude measured by Lhe phoLomuhiplier (a) and by the photodiode (b) and Lheir 
raLio(c).I 
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